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World Patent Marketing Invention Team Comes Up With The Ultimate Car
Cover, A New Automobile Invention That Serves As A Portable Garage!

World Patent Marketing Reviews A New Automobile Invention. Will Car Cover Be the Next
World Patent Marketing Low Cost Success Story?

Miami, FL (PRWEB) February 22, 2016 -- World Patent Marketing, a vertically integrated manufacturer and
engineer of patented products, announces Car Cover, an automobile invention that provides a portable garage to
the car and protects it from the weather.

"The Global Auto Parts and Accessories Manufacturing Industry makes $2 trillion annually," says Scott
Cooper, CEO and Creative Director of World Patent Marketing. "The industry is projected to rise and improve
to pre-recession levels. Parts and accessories will continue to enjoy a brisk demand due to an increase in
disposable income."

“Owning a car is one of the best investments people can make,” says Jerry Shapiro, Director of Manufacturing
and World Patent Marketing Inventions. “They provide a lot of comfort and benefits which is why people try to
take care of their vehicles as much as they can to make them last longer. In the city, finding a decent parking
spot that can protect one’s vehicle against the elements is nigh impossible. Fortunately, the Car Cover provides
a revolutionary way to do this. It is an automobile invention that protects the vehicle from the harsh elements
such as intense sunlight or extreme rain or snow.”

There are plenty of vehicle covers out in the market but the Car Cover is a step above the rest as it doesn’t
require the user to manually cover the car. This automobile invention features a remote control which can
automatically extend and retract the cover. When not in use, it is light and compact to store. It has magnets to
keep it in place to prevent it from being blown away no matter how strong the winds are.

“The resale value of vehicles largely depends on its condition,” says inventor Miguel A. “Simply put, vehicles
that look old with chipped paint will sell a lot less than vehicles that are still shiny and intact. The Car Cover is
an automobile invention that not only extends the lifespan of a vehicle but even increases the car’s resale value.
As it is less damaged by the elements, its value won’t drop too much as it experiences significantly less wear
and tear.”

Kristina Lacy, a car sales agent and blogger from Webster Springs, WV, has this to say about the Car Cover:
“Vehicle's parked outdoors are exposed more to the elements. Unfortunately, covered parking lots are just as
expensive as cars when it comes to the city. People who live in the buy and sell of vehicles need to find a way
to keep cars looking brand new while still being able to easily show it to prospective buyers. The Car Cover is a
simple automobile invention that goes a long way in protecting one’s merchandise. It is a lot easier to use as
compared to traditional covers as it is automated. This saves up a lot of time and hassle especially when dealing
with numerous cars in the outdoor garage/showroom.”

Cars have revolutionized the way people travel and carry goods from one place to another. The Car Cover is an
improvement over the old design and makes it more functional and easier to use. With this automobile
invention, people will be able to park their cars and not worry about it. It’s like carrying an indoor parking spot
that unfolds with a press of a button.
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ABOUT WORLD PATENT MARKETING

World Patent Marketing is an innovation incubator and manufacturer of patented products for inventors and
entrepreneurs. The company is broken into eight operating divisions: Research, Patents, Prototyping,
Manufacturing, Retail, Web & Apps, Social Media and Capital Ventures.

As a leader in patent invention services, World Patent Marketing is by your side every step of the way, utilizing
our capital and experience to protect, prepare, and manufacture your new product idea and get it out to the
market. Get a patent with World Patent Marketing and the company will send representatives to trade shows
every month in order to further advocate for its clients. It is just part of the world patent marketing cost of doing
business.

World Patent Marketing Reviews enjoy an A+ rating with the Better Business Bureau and five star ratings from
consumer review sites including: Consumer Affairs, Google, Trustpilot, Customer Lobby, Reseller Ratings,
Yelp and My3Cents.

World Patent Marketing is also a proud member of the National Association of Manufacturers, Duns and
Bradstreet, the US Chamber of Commerce, the South Florida Chamber of Commerce, the Greater Miami
Chamber of Commerce, Association for Manufacturing Excellence, and the New York Inventor Exchange.

Visit the worldpatentmarketing.com website and find out how to patent an invention. Contact us at (888) 926-
8174.
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Contact Information
Bill Flanagan
World Patent Marketing
http://Bill Flanagan
+1 6465643919

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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